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Introduction 
 The text for discussion today (Mat. 22.15-22) narrates another confrontation of Jesus in 
Jerusalem with the religious leaders. In a rough and ready way, we can outline these 
confrontations under the heading of traps or attempts at entrapment with ensuing dialogue (to the 
end of chapter 22). Thus, in the coming weeks, we will be considering the tax trap (today, 22.15-
22), the resurrection trap (22.23-33), the great commandment trap (22.34-40), and the Lord’s 
presentation of a table turning trap (22.41-46). With each, there will be various replies and 
dialogues. 
 My title for today’s message is “The Tax Trap and Money Obligations.” We will 
consider three main points: setting the tax trap, eluding the tax trap, and applying the tax trap. 
Once we cover these three things, we can then draw out some concluding implications and 
applications.  

15 Then the Pharisees went and plotted how to entangle him in his talk.16 And they sent their disciples to him, 
along with the Herodians, saying, "Teacher, we know that you are true and teach the way of God truthfully, and 
you do not care about anyone's opinion, for you are not swayed by appearances.17 Tell us, then, what you 
think. Is it lawful to pay taxes to Caesar, or not?" 18 But Jesus, aware of their malice, said, "Why put me to the 
test, you hypocrites? 19 Show me the coin for the tax." And they brought him a denarius. 20 And Jesus said to 
them, "Whose likeness and inscription is this?" 21 They said, "Caesar's." Then he said to them, "Therefore 
render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's." 22 When they heard it, 
they marveled. And they left him and went away. 

1A. Setting the tax trap 
 1B. The context of the trap 
 In the previous parable, Jesus disqualified His opponents in their attacks on His authority 
in kingdom teaching by showing that they are outsiders to the kingdom in its true spirit. They are 
irrational, ungrateful, and cruel people who refuse to come to the kingdom wedding feast. They 
are uninterested in true spirituality with more interest in the business of their own gain than in 
the care of God’s covenant people (cf. the preceding parable, the response to John, and the 
citations in Isaiah and Jeremiah that show them to be dogs concerned with their own desires 
rather than the needs of the flock of God). Interestingly, in their next effort to entrap Jesus, they 
appeal to money and taxes, but surely by standing on this ground, they place their feet on a 
slippery slope. The Pharisees have a clear goal toward which they work, plan, and plot. They 
seek to entangle Jesus in His talk (15 Then the Pharisees went and plotted how to entangle him in his talk).  
 How they go about it is typically subtle and indirect. They send their disciples, people 
they have trained in their way of thinking. Along with these disciples, they send Herodians. The 
Herodians are Jews (Sadducean priests, Gromacki, 36) who have strong allegiance to Rome 
typified in the Roman kings, Herod and his sons who governed Galilee and Judea for many years 
(from before the birth of Christ to well after His death). Here, we have further indication of the 
depth of the animosity toward Jesus because the Pharisees were anti-Roman, but they gladly 
make “friends” with the Herodians in order to ensnare Jesus. 
 They come with flattering words. And they sent their disciples to him, along with the Herodians, 
saying, "Teacher, we know that you are true and teach the way of God truthfully, and you do not care about anyone's 
opinion, for you are not swayed by appearances (22.16).  
 The design is to entice and catch Jesus off guard. They hope that He will think of them as 
sincere seekers for truth so that He will let down His guard and say some things that they can use 
against Him. Because of the nature of the trap, per taxes, the presence of the Herodians is 
critical. 
 2B. The nature of the tax trap 
 17 Tell us, then, what you think. Is it lawful to pay taxes to Caesar, or not?" 
 There seems to be a dilemma lurking in the smoke and mirrors of the Pharisaic attack. It 
goes something like this. If He says that it is not lawful to pay taxes to Caesar, the Roman king, 
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then they have the Herodians present to raise havoc and charge Him with a serious crime 
against the imperial government. If he says that it is lawful to pay taxes to Caesar, they would 
presumably charge Him with moral offense against God. Many commentators think that they 
have the idea in mind that Jesus will oppose paying taxes and thus that He will come under the 
wrath of the Herodians and ultimately of Rome. Either way, they want to catch Him in His 
words, trip Him up, and cause Him not only to stumble, but also to fall flat on His “despicable” 
face! This trap is loaded in many ways. They do not seek simply to catch Him in a trap, they 
want the trap to hurt Him in the process, to strike Him and knock Him down.  
 
2A. Eluding the tax trap 
 Jesus sees through the façade of flattery and speaks to their malice. 18 But Jesus, aware of their 
malice, said, "Why put me to the test, you hypocrites? (22.18) 
 How does He know the malice of their hearts? Is this by virtue of His divine nature? If it 
were due to His divine nature, then Jesus would compromise the full struggle of His learning 
obedience as a man, at least, in principle. It is better to view the knowledge of Jesus as either the 
gift of the Father by the Spirit or as something intuitive that grew out of His knowledge of God, 
man, and the world. He grew in wisdom by trial, suffering, and disciplined effort. 
 He then asks for the coin for the tax, which is a denarius, a typical day’s wage. This was 
the per capita tax that brought much anger and grief to the Jews. The very thought of paying 
taxes to Rome was irksome to say the least. He used the coin as a visual aid to teach some 
lessons about money in general in relation to taxes in particular. A brief dialogue unfolds.  

19 Show me the coin for the tax." And they brought him a denarius. 20 And Jesus said to them, "Whose likeness 
and inscription is this?" 21 They said, "Caesar's" (22.19-21a). 

How Jesus eludes their scheme comes out in the famous rendering principle:  
Then he said to them, "Therefore render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are 
God's" (22.19b-21).  

By these words, Jesus went between the horns of the dilemma. He refused to acknowledge a 
radical alternative between paying taxes to human government and paying tribute to divine 
authority. He escapes each horn of the dilemma by pressing home the fact that man has duty to 
each in its own way. We have to acknowledge that some things belong to Caesar and other things 
to God. Moreover, as we shall see in the next point, in an ultimate sense it is all a matter of 
giving to God, even the use we may make of our money in paying taxes to the state.  
 
3A. Applying the tax trap 
 Again, Jesus has lessons to teach no matter what the circumstances may be. A number of 
valuable principles come from this dialogue for godly people back in that day and for the church 
in our day. They hang on two money obligation hooks: we have money obligations to human 
authority, and we have money obligations to God.  
 1B. We have money obligations to human authority 
 “Render to Caesar, what belongs to Caesar” pertains, our Lord tells us, to the matter of 
paying taxes. This is a subset of our use of money in general. Some questions will help us 
unpack the meaning of this money obligation. 
 1) What is the nature of this obligation? 
 The question is appropriate when we stress the fact that this duty is not a Moral law like 
one of the Ten Commandments. It is not on the list; this duty is not one of the Ten, but it is moral 
with a small letter m in some distinct ways. Saying that it is not a moral law on a par with the 
Ten Commandments does not mean that there is no obligation here. For here, Jesus tells us to 
render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's. There is obligation, but in a flexible (situational) way. 
 a) First, it is moral as a lawful law 
 As Ridderbos puts it, “lawful” does not mean something that one must do but something 
that has God’s approval and permission (Matthew 410). This needs clarification. The duty we 
have to government is one of allowance. It is a command: we are to give to Caesar the things that 
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belong to Caesar, but the point here of it being lawful is that it does not go against God’s law to 
pay taxes to human government. To pay taxes does not oppose God. If citizens of a community 
decide to pay taxes to have a police force, then, per this principle, God’s law does not forbid it. 
In that sense, paying taxes is legal or lawful. We can clarify this point further.  
 b) It is moral as a law of wisdom 
 We have a moral obligation to carry ourselves with wisdom in the practical affairs of 
everyday life. It is a matter of godliness to work hard and manage our household affairs with due 
diligence. Paying taxes is part of wisdom in one way due to the consequences and hardships one 
will experience if he disobeys civil laws. The inscription on the coin shows the face of Caesar 
(Tiberius or the preceding Caesar, Augustus) and indicates His authority to rule with the power 
of the sword. It may not break one of the Ten Commandments to sidestep paying taxes, but it 
will bring punishments, even jail. This is not wise; at least, it is not usually the best route for a 
thoughtful person to take. In jail, a breadwinner will not be able to provide for his family. 
 c) It is moral as a law of love 
 To return to the police force illustration, it is a matter of love for your neighbor if you 
vote for more taxes to insure a safer community (cf. paying more taxes for better city water). It is 
not wrong to vote against more taxes for the police department, if you are sure that they have 
sufficient revenues. It is not wrong to pay taxes for community needs, even if you feel that the 
city has speed traps, and other abuses to get money. It helps to think of this law along the lines of 
the debt of love. In the book of Romans, our love debt has a context of paying taxes. Paul says, 6 
For the same reason you also pay taxes, for the authorities are ministers of God, attending to this very thing. 7 Pay to all 
what is owed to them: taxes to whom taxes are owed, revenue to whom revenue is owed, respect to whom respect is 
owed, honor to whom honor is owed. 8 Owe no one anything, except to love each other, for the one who loves another 
has fulfilled the law (Rom. 13.6-8). 
 2) What limits this obligation? 
 However, although we have obligation to civil authorities, that obligation extends only so 
far. The limit is the obligation that we have to God. We also have duty to God. Our duty to 
government is legitimate as long as it does not break God’s will and commandments or dishonor 
His name. The examples of Peter and Daniel’s three friends confirm the principle that we must 
obey God rather than man (Acts 5.29; Dan. 3.8-12). This opens the way to our next point. 
 2B. We have money obligations to God 
 With the coin in His hand, Jesus says, and [render] to God the things that are God's (22.21). He tells 
us to give to God what belongs to Him. Again, He spoke with the coin and its inscription in full 
view. As we know from preserved coins of that time, these coins honored the reigning Caesar 
calling him divine and giving him the title of high priest. On one hand, despite the extreme 
nature of these inscriptional claims, Jesus gave a limited authority to human rulers: render to Caesar 
the things that are Caesar's. On the other hand, however, Jesus made it clear that we have money 
obligations to God. We can develop some of what these are in some concluding implications and 
applications as we adjust our thinking about the new temple worship back then before the 
resurrection to our worship now after it.  
 
Implications and applications 
 1) You should marvel at the wisdom of Christ 
 This is saying on one hand that the way Christ carried Himself in the conflict displays His 
wisdom: 22 When they heard it, they marveled. And they left him and went away. On the other hand, you can 
take home to your heart the wisdom that He gives regarding money. Plainly, Jesus tells you and 
He tells me that we have money obligations to God that come to us from the resource of our 
Lord’s wisdom. You can count on it. If you give to God what belongs to Him you follow the 
path of the greatest possible wisdom. You should wonder how to think more specifically about 
this? So let us move on to the next point. 
 2) You should give all of your money to the Lord 
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 All of your money belongs to God and you should so devote it all to Him with 
thanksgiving and the prayer for wisdom in how to use it. Per the Lord’s Prayer, you pray for the 
provision of your needs (your daily bread), but you know that you are to do this in context of the 
other petitions. You seek money (daily bread) for God’s glory, the coming of the kingdom, and 
for the doing of God’s will along the path of kingdom righteousness (Mat.6.9-11).  
 We have seen this challenge before in Matthew. For example, from the Sermon on the 
Mount, we learn that one has to choose between God and money (Mat.6.24). In addition, from 
the parables, we learn that we are to sell all that we have to buy the kingdom in a symbolic way. 
That means you “get rid of” all, not just some, of what you own, and you place all the money you 
get for it (all that it represents metaphorically) into a place of submission to the kingdom of God 
and the righteousness of that kingdom. You sell all to buy the field that has the treasure of the 
kingdom buried in it (Mat.13.44).  
 All these things relate to money in a definite and pointed way. Moreover, it is a matter of 
motivation, intent, attitude, and voiced commitment to the Lord, in earnest, with sincerity, and 
from the heart. Money concerns relate to greed, selfishness, preoccupation with the things of this 
earth, lack of heavenly mindedness, lack of contentment, and worry. This is highly significant. 
When Jesus tells you to render the coins that belong to God, He is saying that you must make the 
choice of love for God above all earthly things (Mat.6-24). Therefore, you must earnestly 
examine yourself regarding heavenly mindedness, selfishness, and preoccupation with earthly 
things, worry, and contentment. To render to God what belongs to God- with a focus on money-is 
truly a matter of prayerful commitment to your risen Lord and His church.  
 3) Your should give some of your money to the gospel  
 The connection of your money to the coming of the kingdom and kingdom righteousness 
suggests the important NT teaching on giving to gospel ministry; this too belongs to God.  
 The NT speaks of giving according to how God has prospered you (1 Cor 16.2), so we 
cannot put an exact number on it. We can, however, think through the spirit and intent of the 
duty of giving by an a fortiori argument based on the shift from old to new and the greater grace 
that has come. Thus, if ten per cent was the minimum, with more beyond it, in the OT to support 
the OT ministry in the things of God, how much more ought you to view ten per cent as the 
minimum, with more beyond it, to support NT ministry in the things of God. 
 Giving to the ministry of the gospel is very important for the spiritual well-being of the 
giver. In this regard, Paul says: 6 One who is taught the word must share all good things with the one who 
teaches. 7 Do not be deceived: God is not mocked, for whatever one sows, that will he also reap. 8 For the one who 
sows to his own flesh will from the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to the Spirit will from the Spirit reap 
eternal life. 9 And let us not grow weary of doing good, for in due season we will reap, if we do not give up. 10 So then, 
as we have opportunity, let us do good to everyone, and especially to those who are of the household of faith (Gal.6.6-
10). There is a principle of sowing and reaping in this aspect of rendering to God what is God’s. 
This principle relates to the danger of self-deception that may arise from the pursuit of money 
(the deceptiveness of riches). However, God, Paul tells us, is not mocked or fooled. To be 
negligent in giving to gospel ministry is to sow to the flesh from which comes corruption. That is 
what you can expect if you are selfish and earthly minded in this respect. By giving, you sow to 
the Spirit. On this path, you reap life with abundance, goodness, contentment, peace, and joy in 
the Holy Spirit.  
 

May we fall down before the majesty of our God in utter dependence on Him. May we recognize that 
everything that we possess and all that we are and hope to be is ours by His giving to us. May we 
marvel at the wisdom of Christ about giving and at how He embodies giving in a supreme and 
matchless way. May we follow His example of giving to God what belongs to God and of knowing the 
joy that comes when we submit all we are and possess into the Lord’s hands for His use and glory, 
Amen.  

 


